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Abstract. Every year average death of human being is 17.7 million caused by
Heart Disease or Cardiovascular diseases (CVDs), which is 31% of all global
deaths reflected in Survey of World Heart Day 2017 [33]. In September 2016,
many countries have taken the various Global Hearts Initiative in prediction and
diagnosis of heart Diseases at earlier stages so that it can be cure perfectly [5].
Many authors have studied in this filed to optimize the performance of various
ML techniques using various approaches. In latest studies, many groups have
uncovered that many optimization algorithm like Differential Evolution, Genetic
Variants, and Particle Swarm optimization are associated with prediction algo-
rithm like K-Nearest neighbor, Decision Tree, Neural Network, Support Vector
machine, Logistic Regression etc. to make efficient medical system for CVDs.
The Objective of our current study is to analyze the comparatively study of the
ML techniques in terms of performance measure of different ML techniques that
have been used by various authors in their research work in earlier studies of
heart disease prediction and diagnosis process.
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(RBF) � Single conjunctive rule learner (SCRL) � Bagged Tree (BT) � AdaBoost
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1 Introduction

In human body heart is very crucial part, through blood vessels it pumps the blood to
complete body parts, so other body parts get the oxygen and essential nutrients from
bloods as well as heart assists in the removal of metabolic wastes.
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So it’s very important that heart works properly. According to WHO on the basis of
one survey as data available in 2015 [32], maximum human deaths (appox 17.7 mil-
lion) are caused by the heart diseases and there are some factors that put people at
increase risk for heart disease like Smoking, high cholesterol, high blood pressure,
genetic effect, diabetes, obesity, etc. and few symptom that indicate the heart disease
Chest pain (angina), Shortness of breath, Sweating, Irregular heartbeat, Nausea, heart
burn, heart attacks.

Machine learning techniques can be used in heart disease prediction at earlier stages
so that it can be cure within a desirable time period. In last 15 years many studied
carried out in this field. Objective of each studied is to optimize the implemented
algorithm with some suitable proposal.

1.1 Data Mining Techniques

Data Mining techniques are the process to convert raw data into useful information or
we can say that it is the process to find some useful hidden patterns of data to predict
some outcomes. These are the important DM techniques:

– Decision Tree
– Clustering
– Association
– Classification
– Prediction

In data mining techniques Association method works on the rule if-else procedure. It
helps to discover the patterns between two items or data. Association rules are useful
for analyzing and predicting the different diseases.

Classification data mining technique is the example of supervised learning tech-
nique. Classification algorithm predicts categorical class level. Prediction algorithm is
also example of supervised learning technique but it predicts continuous valued
function. For example we can suggest a classification model that predicts that heart is
working correctly or not, that means answer will be yes or not on the basis of
symptoms of patients. And in same case prediction algorithm predict the probability of
chances of heart failure.

Clustering is the example of unsupervised learning techniques. It is the process of
creating the group or classes of similar behavioral objects or data.

In clustering process on the basis of similar characteristics of objects or data and
using any automatic techniques we makes meaningful cluster or classes.

J. Ross Quinlan in 1980 developed decision tree technique also known as ID3 later
he presented C4.5. Decision tree algorithm concept is based on greedy approach and
follows the tree structure.

1.2 Machine Leaning Algorithm

ML uses the DM techniques and other learning techniques to build model, so that we
can predict the future outcomes. If we compare the DM and ML, Dm is the process to
extract the hidden information or patterns from a particular dataset whereas ML deals
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the algorithm improves automatically through experience based on data. Basically ML
uses the learning techniques, on the basis of leaning algorithm ML can be categorize
into 3 category Supervised Learning, unsupervised learning and reinforcement
learning.

1.2.1 Supervised Learning
It can be explained that it uses training or labeled data to learn the mapping function F()
from the (Z) input variable with (Y) output variable.

Y ¼ F Zð Þ

Again supervised leaning problem can be divided into 2 category classification and
regression.

Examples of Supervised learning are Logistic Regression, KNN, CART, blog–
Linear Regression, Naïve Bayes. Ensembling is one type of supervised learning, In
which we use the multiple combinations of weal ML models to predict future outcomes
on new sample. Some examples are Bagging with random forest, Boosting with
XGBoost. In [4], Author used the different ensembling methods in prediction of of
heart disease and computed the accuracy of each techniques.

1.2.2 Unsupervised Learning
It only processes the input variable (Z) with no corresponding output variables and uses
the unlabeled data to build mode for future prediction. Unsupervised learning problems
can be divided into 3 types Association, clustering and Dimensionality Reduction.
Dimensionality Reduction can be done using Feature selection methods and Extraction
methods. In the process of Feature Extraction actually data transform from multi
dimensional space to small or low dimensional space. K- means, Apriori, and PCA are
examples of unsupervised learning.

2 Related Work

Since the last decade, many studies have been implemented and evaluated the per-
formance measures in process of heart disease prediction and diagnosis. Different
Authors used different algorithm with different feature set in prediction and diagnosis
of heart diseases especially in heart failure.

Vivekandan et al. implemented a scheme to used the modified Differential Evo-
lution algorithm for optimize feature selection [1]. Author has identified 13 features for
the heart disease prediction, diagnosis and dataset taken from UCI repositories [2],
further reduced these attributes to nine attributes for improving the accuracy. In this
study author adapt the Fuzzy AHP algorithm to obtain the relative weight of each
feature. Further author implemented feed forward NN algorithm for prediction and
diagnosis of heart disease.

In [3], the author adapt the SVM classifier along with forward feature selection,
back elimination feature and forward feature inclusion and implemented SPECTF
dataset from UCI. Author concluded that, current approach obtained smaller subsets
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and increases the performance accuracy of diagnosis compared to back elimination
techniques and forward inclusion.

Shao et al. [4] proposed as feature selection algorithm rough set, multivariate
adaptive regression splines and logistic regression to reduce the set of critical features
for heart disease prediction and diagnosis with higher accuracy. In this study author
analyzed hybrid multivariate adaptive regression splines artificial neural network
algorithm is the best alternative because this method contained the less number of
explanatory variables (features) and provided the efficient classification accuracy on
prediction. On the other hand Oluwarotimi et al. [6] suggested hybrid algorithm based
on Fuzzy-AHP and ANN mythology for Heart Failure and risk prediction using
medical dataset [23]. This prediction process consists of two sequential stages. At first
stage author implemented Fuzzy-AHP to choose rank and obtained the local weights of
Heart Failure features and for set of given attributes author computed global weight,
Author’s implanted algorithm and declared that an average accuracy is 91.10%, which
is more better than conventional Artificial neural network method. (4.40% higher in
comparison)

Jabbar et al. implemented a classification algorithm which is the combination of
genetic and KNN algorithm to predict and diagnose the heart disease of a patient for
Andhra Pradesh population [7]. Author used 7 data sets computed the accuracy with
and without GA along with KNN and concluded.

In [19], Performance Analysis of Ensemble classifier Random Forest, AdaBoost,
Bagged Tree with PSO on parameter like accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, PPV, NPV
are performed. Author used the Heart Disease Dataset which contains 270 instances
and 14 attributes and concluded that Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is compu-
tationally efficient (inexpensive) in context to speed and memory.

Pouriyeh et al. [16] compared MLP, Decision Tree, NB, K-NN, SVM, SCRL and
RBF classifiers in two experiments. In first experiment author evaluated the accuracy
with the help of 10 fold cross validation method and further to estimate the efficiency
performance of each algorithm. Author used K = 1, 3, 9 and 15 In case of KNN
classifier and obtained the performance of KNN is best at K = 9 using whole data set
[17]. In second experiments author use the bagging, boosting and stacking concept for
evaluation of algorithm efficiency.

In this study Author found that, no improvement in support vector machine per-
formance but, maintained its performance (accuracy) level in case of Bagging. SCRL
improved 10.56%, it increased from 69.96% to 80.52% and Decision tree improved
0.99% (from 77.55%–78.54%). In case of Boosting SCRL improved 11.22% and
Decision Tree improved 4.62% (from 77.55% to 82.17%). The others algorithm per-
formance remained same as earlier. Where the combination of SVM and MLP has the
best accuracy 84.15% in case of stacking.

In [15], Soni et al. analyzed the performance efficiency of Naïve Bayes, Decision
Tree, ANN, classification via clustering Algorithm in heart disease prediction and
diagnosis. In this study, research is divided into two phases, the first part author used
the 25 set of Attributes and implemented the algorithm, in second phase author used the
Genetic Algorithm for optimizing the feature set 25 to 15 while applying the classifying
algorithm and found that efficiency is optimized as compare with first case.
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In optimization of feature set from data set, Yan et al. used the genetic algorithm in
selection of 24 critical features among 40 features available from data set [14]. With
these features implemented system provides better diagnostic performance.

Anbarasi et al. compared the performance measure in the context of accuracy in
percentage of Decision Tree, classification via clustering, Naïve bayes, in prediction of
heart disease [12]. Author used the Genetic Algorithm to select the critical attributes
which participate more closely in the heart risk, HF prediction and diagnosis. This
result reduces the required no of tests taken by patient indirectly. 13 attributes (features)
are compressed to six attributes using genetic search with dataset Cleveland Heart
Disease database [31]. Further apply the classifiers and investigated the performance.

Guidi et al. implemented Heart Failure clinical decision support system along with
a portable kit to acquire the set of clinical attributes [11]. This system provided various
functioning with the using of different ML techniques. Author selected 12 attributes
from database, data taken in period of 2001 to 2008 from Hospital of Maria Nuova,
Florence, Italy.

Author compared different types of ML techniques and declared that the CART
method provide the best result among all ML. Also give the humanly understandable
decision making process, Classification and regression tree provides the accuracy of
87.6% in type prediction and 81.8% in severity assessment

Olaniyi et al. compared the efficiency performance efficiency of SVM and Back
propagation Neural Network in heart disease prediction and diagnosis [9]. In this
research implementation works are divided into two phases, the first part author used
back propagation training and testing of the network while in second part prediction
applied using support vector machine.

In [26], Author implemented a automatic system that automate the feature design
for numerical sequence classification using Genetic programming, system is called
Autofeed which is fully data driven.

Fen et al. designed comprehensive risk model using a modified method of random
survival forest technique for predicting and diagnose the heart failure mortality with a
high level of performance accuracy [20]. Author worked on MIMIC II database With
32 variables and achieved 82.1% performance.

In 2017 [21], Jin et al. designed robus and effective paradigm for heart failure
prediction at earlier stage using short-term memory network (LSTM) model and author
compared with methods such as Adaboost, Rnadom Forest and LR. Author showed
that these methods performs best in the prediction and diagnose of heart failure.

Pu et al. proposed the method, with this we predict and prevent all kinds of diseases
including cardiovascular diseases on the basis of Genes detection [22]. Because in
human body Genes generally stable for long time after birth. Author finds that gene
detection plays an important role in prediction of heart diseases.

Hui et al. [8] worked with data set [25] and proposed a system which extract the
information and identify the risk factor for heart disease from clinical text using NLP
techniques. Author analyzed the characteristics of clinical evidence and categorized
into 3 main types, sentence level clinical measurements, token level clinical entities and
sentence level clinical fact.

Nahar et al. Analyzed the promising techniques for feature selection for prediction
for heart disease author proved that motivated feature selection process (MFS) and
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MFS along with computerized feature selection process (CFS) are the best suited
feature selection techniques [28]. Author used the SVM and Naïve Base classifier
prediction and found that SVM predict more efficient then Naïve Base.

3 Research Methodology

This section discusses the different approaches or techniques used by various author in
their studies. Broadly on the basis of literature work we conclude that in heart disease
prediction and diagnosis process every author used the feature extraction phase using
any feature selection algorithm, prediction and diagnosis phase using any machine
learning algorithm. Each author worked on any particular medical dataset [2, 10, 18,
24, 27], which contain various instances and attributes.

3.1 Feature Extraction Phase

Prediction of any diseases is completely based on the features selections. Feature
selection is the process to define few important and critical features from available
feature dataset. We also know the 80–20 rule means 80% effects comes from the 20%
effect [29]. So it’s very important to selection of critical variables or features in the
process of prediction and diagnosis. In the progress of diseases prediction expert
system many authors used different optimization algorithm in feature selection process
in last decades.

Optimization algorithm provides the optimal feature set because minimal feature set
provide efficient result and this set consist of no irrelevant attributes. In today’s sce-
nario there are many optimization techniques available, all techniques work using
heuristic based and gradient based search techniques in stochastic and deterministic
contexts correspondingly. To make large acceptability of the optimization approach,
medical expert systems are desired to develop using robust and efficient optimization
algorithms. There are few example of optimization algorithm used in heart diseases
prediction and diagnosis mainly are particle swarm optimization (PSO), Evolutionary
algorithms simulated annealing and ant colony optimization.

3.1.1 Differential Evolution Optimization
Differential Evolution (DE) algorithm is one type of heuristic approach; it has mainly 3
advantages [30]. First, whatever initial parameter values is it can find true global
minimum value. Second, is its speed, robustness and third, is less no of control
parameters. DE developed in 1997 by Price and Storm. It is the branch of evolutionary
programming.

The Coverage speed is the main issues in Evolutionary Algorithm, there are many
studies have carried out to increase the speed with DE. It is mutation scheme that make
self adaptive and self selection process. It is the stochastic optimization method that
minimizes an objective function.

DE Algorithm is population based same as genetic algorithm using same operators
like crossover, mutation and selection. But DE mainly relies on mutation in search
operation.
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3.1.2 Genetic Optimization
Genetic Algorithm (GA) is also population based same as the DE algorithm. It deals
with constrained and unconstrained optimization problem that is completely based on
natural selection [30]. GA iteratively modify the population of individual solutions.
While creating the next generation from current population GA use the following three
Rules

(a) Selection Rules
(b) Crossover Rules
(c) Mutation Rules

The best point in the population approaches an optimal solution and GA follows the
population approaches.

The fundamental difference between GA and De is GA based on crossover whereas
DE or Evolutionary Algorithm based on mutation for search mechanism.

Generally Genetic Algorithm needs the fitness function for evaluation of solution
domain and genetic representation for solution domain.

3.1.3 Particle Swarm Optimization
PSO is also population based optimization technique. PSO developed in 1995 by Dr.
Kennedy and Dr. Eberhart. Both Scientist were inspired with fish schooling or bird
flocking. PSO has multiple advantages over GA like PSO is easy to implement and
needs few parameter to adjust.

Algorithm start with set of random particle i.e. solution and then searches for best
particle by updating generations.

PSO and GA both algorithm have many similarities like PSO and GA start with
group of random generated population and search for best by using random technique
and both have memory. Only difference is that PSO does not have operators like
crossover and mutation. Particle updates them with internal velocity.

PSO have been applied in many research and application area in past several years.
The best part with PSO is it does require few parameters to adjust, which makes PSO is
more attractive for researchers. If we compare with other optimization algorithm fol-
lowing 2 points make stronger to PSO

(a) Fast (speed)
(b) Less costly (cheaper)

3.2 Prediction and Diagnosis Phase

Various ML Techniques involved in prediction and diagnosis of CVDs in different
studies with different dataset. Each ML techniques have own strength and limitations.

Concept of Neural network is inspired from human brain concept. NN is based on
a collection of connected nodes called artificial neurons. Nodes are called processing
element. NN learn from itself from examples. There can be 3 layer input layer, hidden
layer (not in all cases), output layer. In some simple cases only input and output layer
can provide the result.
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K- Means clustering is one type of unsupervised learning technique [34]. It used
for unlabeled data. It finds the different group on basis of similarities of objects or data.
K shows the no of groups. Algorithm iteratively works and rearranges the attributes in
matched groups at each time.

Logistic Regression is used when the dependent variable (target) is categorical.
Example, Suppose we want to predict email is spam or not means yes (1) or No (0),

Whether the HF is malignant (1) or not (0).
Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines Jerome H. Friedman introducedMARS

in 1991 in a form of regression analysis. It is also called non parametric regression
technique. It helps to solve regression type problems because with the help of MARS we
can predict the values of continuous dependent from a set of independent variable.

Rough set theory Zdzislaw Pawlak proposed RS theory, with this theory we can
approximate the lower and upper boundary of the original set. K-Nearest neighbor is
also non parametric technique used in both regression and classification. KNN classify
the input data into defined groups on the basis of prior data that is called training data.

Support Vector Machine is works with labeled data means it is the example of
supervised learning technique. SVM can perform efficiently with linear classification as
well as non linear classification. Vapnik and Chervonenkis invented SVM in 1963.
SVM performance is not good with large data set, when data set contain more noise.

Classification and regression tree is one type of Decision tree algorithm, in which
we use classification tree and regression tree technique.

Decision Tree is the powerful tool used in ML. it is the graph based model
classification tree and regression tree technique. It is the graph based model that rep-
resents possible consequences including all event outcomes. Tree consist of nodes
always start with root node; mainly three types of node can be possible end node,
chance node and decision nodes. Sometime in decision tree predictor values are con-
tinuous or infinite possible outcomes is called regression tree. Many authors used
several of ensemble methods with DT to increase the performance of DT mainly are
Boosted tree, Bagging and Random forest classifier.

Bagging used in regression and statistical classification, It avoid the over fitting
means reduces variance.

Boosting helps in, to builds a series of trees is a sequential form in regression
problem.

Random Forest is just like Bagging only difference is that bagging takes 1
parameter that is no of tree with all possible features whereas RF takes 2 parameter one
is no of tree and second is how many features participate to search to find optimal or
best feature.

Naïve Bayes is a one type of probabilistic classifier based on Bayes theorem. It is
conditional probability model. In many situations in supervised learning with some
type of probability model, NB classifier can train very optimally and efficiently.
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Classification by Clustering is the technique by which we can find homogeneous
subgroup and it is the type unsupervised learning technique. When we identify clusters
or group inside the classified group is called classification by clustering. CC model
gives best result at compare with individual classification or clustering technique.

4 Analysis

In order to further explore the relation between the heart disease prediction and tech-
niques applied for prediction, efforts have been and same is mapped with the help of
Table 1. It is clearly shown from Table 1 that Neural Network is the technique which is
explored in maximum number of studies.

Table 1. Machine learning techniques used in different studies for heart disease identification
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[1] √ √ √
[3] √
[4] √ √ √ √

[6] √ √
[7] √ √
[8] √
[9] √ √

[11] √ √ √ √ √ √
[13] √ √ √
[14] √
[15] √ √ √ √ √
[16] √ √ √ √ √ √ √
[19] √ √ √ √
[20] √

Table 2. Performance of algorithm along with set of attributes used for heart disease prediction
and diagnosis in different studies

Reference
No

Data set name No of features used
in experiment

Algorithm
name

Algorithm
accuracy (%)

[1] UCI Repository 13 NN 83.0
09 85.0

[3] SPECTF 44 SVM 75.0
19 78.0

heart disease dataset 10 81.0
4 85.0

[4] UCI datasets 13 MARS + NN 82.14
[6] Cleveland Heart Disease

Dataset
13 Fuzzy + NN 91.10

(continued)
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In the current study we compared the accuracy measurement of different classifier
KM, DT, LR, MARS, RS, KNN, GA, SVM, NN, DE, DBS, NLP, CART, RF, NB,
CC, MLP, SCRL, RBF, BT, AB, PSO and combination of these. Table 1 show the
various ML techniques used in various studies. Table 2 shows the accuracy of ML
techniques in percentage along with associated no of features.

On the basis of Table 2 we found, accuracy of algorithm is depends upon the
number of features selected for heart disease analysis.

When studies used the GA or PSO optimization techniques for feature selection,
classifier worked efficiently.

Figure 1 Represents the various algorithms along with the number of attributes
used in several studies.

Table 2. (continued)

Reference
No

Data set name No of features used
in experiment

Algorithm
name

Algorithm
accuracy (%)

[7] Heart disease A.P 12 KNN + GA 100.00
[8] i2b2 corpus 06 DBS + NLP 91.5
[9] UCI ML datasets 13 NN + SVM 87.5
[11] Maria Nuova Hospital,

Florence, Italy, (2001–2008)
12 NN 77.8

SVM 80.3
Fuzzy + GA 69.9
CART 81.8
RF 83.3

[13] Cleveland Heart Disease
database

6 NB 96.5
DT 99.2
CC 88.3

[14] 352 diagnosed heart disease
dataset

24 GA 92.3

[15] CAD data set 15 NB + GA 96.5
DT + GA 99.2
CC + GA 88.3

[16] Cleveland Data Set 76 SVM + MLP 84.15
[19] Heart Disease Dataset 14 BT + PSO 100%

RF + PSO 90.37
AB + PSO 88.89

[20] MIMIC II database 32 RF 82.1
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Fig. 1. Algorithm performance graph

Table 3. Performance comparison of ML algorithm used in different studies

Sr. no Algorithm name No of attributes Accuracy

01 NN 9 85.0
12 77.8
13 83.0

02 MARS + NN 13 82.14
03 Fuzzy + NN 13 91.10
04 SVM + NN 13 87.5
05 SVM 4 85.0

10 81.0
12 80.3
19 78.0
44 75.0

06 SVM + MLP 76 84.15
07 GA 24 92.3
08 NB 06 96.5
09 DT 06 99.2
10 CC 06 88.3
11 NB + GA 15 96.5
12 DT + GA 15 99.2
13 CC + GA 15 88.3
14 KNN + GA 12 100.0
15 RF 12 83.3

32 82.1
16 BT + PSO 14 100%
17 RF + PSO 14 90.37
18 AB + PSO 14 88.89
19 CART 12 81.8
20 DBS + NLP 06 91.5
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5 Conclusions

Everyone knows if Heart is not functioning properly then how it can affects our whole
body and. so Detection of heart diseases at early state is essential to prevent from other
diseases affected from heart and save lives. In this study we are showing the com-
paratively analysis of various ML algorithm performances in the prediction and
diagnosis of heart disease. Table 3 shows the comparatively study of all ML Tech-
niques and on the basis of this table we analyze following conclusion.

First Conclusion, NB, DT, CC along with GA has shown better performance as
NB, DT and CC performed without GA.

Second conclusion, BT, RF and AB along with PSO performed better as compared
with performance of BT, RF, and AB without PSO.

Third Conclusion, Accuracy of NN along with Fuzzy or SVM is optimal as
compared to accuracy of NN algorithm alone.

Summary of this study (Fig. 1) that classifier algorithm gives optimal result along
with any feature optimization algorithm like GA or PSO.
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